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Governor Mills, accompanied by his
will leave tomorrow for
Las Vegas, where Governor Mills, it is
expected, will sound the keynote for
the constitutional campaign, in his address at the Santa Fe Trail Fourth of
July celebration.
More Money for Schools.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien today turned over to Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero the sum of $3,003.80,
receipts for the month of June from
land leases. The amount is distributed among the common school and institutional funds.
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today
appointed
John B. Fewkes, of Belen, Valencia
county, a notary public.
Successful Teachers' Institute.
Rupert F. Asplund of the office of
territorial superintendent of public instruction, has returned from Taos
where he addressed the teachers'
normal institute that has been conducted the past four weeks by Prof.
J. H. Wagner of Las Cruces. Mr.
Asplund says that the institute has
been very successful. There were enrolled forty-on- e
teachers most of them
of Spanish-America- n
descent. He said
that they knuckled down to the hardest kind of work and that ihe has never
seen a brighter, more intelligent and
earnest gathering of school teachers
as these. The schools of the county
have been splendidly organized by the
efficient county superintendent, Isaac
Dwyer.
Spanish-America- n
Normal Softool.
The many friends of Mrs. George
Dixon, who has just closed the largest and most successful normal institute ever conducted in Santa Fe county, will be pleased to learn that she
has been retained in the Spanish-America- n
Normal school at El Rito,
Rio Arriba county, in the same position which she so successfully filled
last year, at an Increased salary. Her
compensation for the coming
year
will be $1,200 with rooms well furnished for herself and family, with
fuel and light provided.
Associated
with Mrs. Dixon for the years 1910-191will be Professor George Martin,
A. B., of Manhattan
College,
at the same salary. Professor
Martin is young and full of enthusiasm and energy and the friends of
Normal are
the Spanish-America- n
looking forward to a successful year.
The school is sounding the keynote to
situation in New
the educational
Mexico and great hopes are entertained for its fulfilling its mission in the
educational scheme of the new state.
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Wheat
Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy

Old

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

hat as the Flag goes iiv'
And let the heart have its say;
You're imtn enough for a tear in your
eye
That you will not wipe away.

Oft with your

BEAUTY

You're man enough for a thrill that
goes
To your very finger tips
Aye! the lump just then in your
throat that rose
Spoke more than your parted Hps.

Bobolink
Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE

iidu

ROUND

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

11

"Isfc.y.--

X

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

i

inter Grocery Co.
F:

i

Lift up tilie hoy on your shoulder, high,
And show him the faded shred
Those Stripes would he red as the sunset sky
Tf Death could have dyed them red.

WITH

outheast Corner Plaza, 8anU

Jf ri

Tiie man who bore it with death has
lain
This twenty years and more;
He died that the work should not he
vain

Of the men who more it before

No. W

Telephone

EVERY THREAD WOOL

The man who bears it is bent and
And ragged his beard and gray

!

Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.

old,

But look at. his eye, fire young and
bold,

CUTICURA

'

FKOM

j

At the tune that, he hears them play.

CALL AfJB SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

The

SOAP

tune thunders through all the

strikes right into the heart;
If ever it calls for you, boy, be there!
Be there and ready to start.
Off with your hat as the Flag- goes by,
Uncover tihe youngster's head,
Teach, him to hold it holy and high,
For the sake of its sacred dead.
Henrv C. Bunner.
And

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Working Full Time

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated
China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

00 Savedon
7
kJ . Every Suit.
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In the treatment of

-

8

8

old

air;

$2.l0 tn

Look over the line and pick out
these high grade money savers

affec-tio- ns

of the skin and

j

scalp, which torture, disfigure, itch, burn, scale
and destroy the hair, as
well as for preserving
and purifying the complexion, hands and hair,
Cuticura Soap and Cuti-cur- a
Ointment are well-nig- h
infallible.

'
i

The coal mines

and coke ovens at. Dawson, Colfax
county, are being worked full time.
Fined for Fighting Jose Silva and
Miguel Montoya were fined $10 each
and Luis

and costs at Albuquerque
Garcia $5 for fighting.
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36
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Sold thrmiehom the world,
Physician Victim of White Plague
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6, Hue do In
Dr. John F. Sheffield, a young phyR. Towns & Co., Sydney
Pals; Australia.
India. B.K.Paul, Calcutta; China, HonE Kong
sician of Cleveland, Ohio, died at
Drue Co.; Jaoan, Martiva. Ltd.. 'lokio; So
Africa, Lranon, Ltd.. Car'wTown, etc.: U.S.A..
Las Vegas Hot Springs yesterday.
Potter Drug & Chem. Corp.. Sole Props.. 135
MANUFACTURER
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e
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description, treatment and rure of torturing
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from East Palace avenue to 123 San
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Recruits for Forest Service Twelve
assistant,
2.
TO
foresters, graduates from
ORDER
DONE
Denver, Colo.,
UN
OUR LINE
July
EVERY DESCRIPTION OK WORK
various forestry schools, have been
The forecast is local showers
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
assigned to the Albuquerque district
tonight or Sunday with station- by the department.
ary temperature.
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Women Fined in Police Court At
ss
X $
s,
$ $
Send for prices for tanning and lining
Ollie
Minnie Carroll,
Albuquerque,
Any one using brooms can afford
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Rhoades and Ava Rosenthal, denizens Electric Suction Cleaner.
Phone us
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kin
of the Red Light district, were arrest- and our representative will eaii and
The explain. S. F. Water & Lirjnt Co.
ed for disorderly conduct.
Rlhoades woman was discharged and
A Breezy Bounding Comedy,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
with
the other two were fined $1.0 and waves of roaring laughter and fun.
CANON
M,
SANTA
N,
PHONE
FE,
1Q
436 ROAD
B
costs. The women had thrown bee-- ' What ? Why Davy Jones Landladies at
BLACK
glasses at each other.
the Elks' Sunday.
Annual Ecclesiastical Conference.
Torrance Countv Renuhlir.an r.om.
The.annuaal ecclesiastical conference mittee A meeting of the Torrance
of the district of the Rio Grande,
Republican central committee!
' archdiocese of Santa Fe, was held in county
has betn cae( foj. Sunday July
at!
k
the assenibly room of the residence of o ,, m
......
T
"
in uiu juuuquei-- ;
License Merces Lujan
Marriage
Xjine society or jet-u- twenty-twWednesday,
priests
!!que
24j of Santa Fe and Bonifacio F.
at,d
ft; being in attendance. Rev. J. G. Sandoval aged 34. also of Santa Fe
k similiters, oi iiernaiuio uenn oi
uie took out a marriage license today in
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
X conference, presided, and Rev. C. M. the probate clerk's office.
S. J., ot Albuquerque, off!-- !
lljCapilup,
ff
Garcia Offers Reward
AS' oMttcA as
The conference; Justice
modprntor.
.
..
'fi ,
Some one surreptitiously removed ai
, ,
ft lasted several no i s, uiaiiy unei etiiiug
horn cane valued at $10 from the ot- .
)' ri i n t tore; ((Jin. r ft l rncon
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
" ' H ov A Yl nee of Justice Jose Maria Garcia yes- Mandator. S J., gave an extended ex-- j terd
afternoon
and the Justice
PAI.AOK
A Y A NIGHT
RED
125
ill
130
AVE
piauai iuii oi me ujuee nisi. ciiapwrs
PHOKK
..
would. like to Stave it returned. He
the
book
of Genesis, retutmg tnei
.,. ..
J,!of
DONE.
2
a iiinricii, irnaiu .
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
iic win
errors of modernism. Moral theology oajs
offender.
the
IB was also the subiect of a scholarly
talk bv one of the visiting priests,! An Entire Change of pictures at the
o
iic..iii.n TMm Elks' theatre Sunday night. Show
wi
aa resolution stal'ts at 8:15 P- m Subjects for
conference
adopted
and
urging the day night are as follows: "The Mule
endorsing
education of Catholic children in the! Driver and the Garrulous mute,"
Oyster," and the commie
religion, such education to be'ninS
Jones and his Landlady."
reel,
"Davy
in
if
and
obtained,
possible,
parochial
Catholic schools.
Maximum Was 84 The maximum
'
.
temperature was 84 degrees yester- Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
day and the minimum was 52. The
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they relative humidity was only 2M per cent,
FOR
SOLE AGENTS
cannot reach the seat of the disease. It was a warm, pleasant day. A year
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional ago today the maximum was 78 and
disease, and in order to cure it you the minimum 53 with 71 per cent of
Hall's sunshine.
must take internal remedies.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, ana j ufe clean your house thorouahly
acts directly on the blood and mucous without removing anything, with exsurfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not perienced men who understand the
Grain,
r, Hay,
a quack medicine. It was prescribed business, for the small price of one
by one of the best physicians in this j dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
Seeds
Salt
country for years and is a regular pre Co.
Assault
scription. It is composed of the best
Charged With Criminal
FE.
tonics knowns, combined with the best Emilio Montoya was given a prelimIN
HOUSE
GRAIN
SANTA
EXCLUSIVE
THE ONLY
blood purifiers, acting directly on the inary hearing this morning in the
mucous surfaces. The perfect com- - court of Justice Garcia on the charge
bination of the two Ingredients is of criminally assaulting a fourteen
$&&&&&&&r-&f&&r?trSrifsvwhat nroducps such wonderful results year old girl. He was held for the
Send for testimoa action of the grand jury under $500
fjj in curing Catarrh.
iALL
bond. Angustin Torres, charged with
PRICES,
assault and using a deadly weapon,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
W
Toledo O.
was held for the grand jury, under
CO
$300 bond.
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.
Take Hall's Family Pills fon
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggra'
vate the man who uses them.
Tou will lose your temper If you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business In this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

'

Phone
14.

i

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

....

;

If it's Hardware

't''1hMflflri?'pllllhfltf

,,

.

.

i. ooni

-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

We have it.

one

WHOLESALE
AfSt D RETAIL

:

1

VPS

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.

Sun-strong-

"Op-Cathol- ic

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

"

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD

85

Telephone 85

i

Alt kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

..

j

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

j

International Stock Food

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

j

LEO HERSCH

1

Catron Block

aii

-

I

MEXICAN

HATS

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO

fSw T' THE

)

Santa Fe, N,

DIAMONDS

"

SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Qm

M

Kealty & Insu- raiiue agency

Tel Black 76

YOPITZ

WATCHES
1

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

2

MEXICAN FILIGREE

3

Date Methods

b

Cut Glass, China and SiSverwar

345 San Francisco St.

ikiS

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by Up la- -

SANTA FE, N. M.

gHfaCTua.'.iBwjL..iiiM.aia

the compoundiig;of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fact so thorouahly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
watchword: hence vour freauent and insistent soecification of having your pres
cription compounded at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.!

j
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up for action, the board room was
crowded.
FIGHT UNDER
I
Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
It is not everyone, however, who is
People Will Be Happier.
familiar with the routine of board
"Throw Out the Life Line"
Very Quietly the commitCANVA
COVER meetings.
The kidneys need help.
tee's' recommendation was advanced
on the day's' program
They're overworked can't get the
of business,
called up, and the permit granted
poison filtered out of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute. Description of Ring at Reno without a word having been said
Will you help them?
against it. The opposition did not
in Which Great Fight
Doan's Kidney Pills hr'?e brought
rif.lize what was goin forward until
from the verge of despair.
it was too late even to protest.
Place
Takes
Will cure any form of kidney troubThe pressure upon the governor
le.
been remitted for a moment.
Thomas M. Baca. Cerriilos street, WILL SEAT
.eclared
that he did not believe
PEOPLE
20,000
Santa Fe, N. M., says: ".My faith in
law woii'.d justify interven
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
tion, however, and villi this statement
today as when I publicly recommended Forest of Lumber in Structure l'voiii a man known to be opposed to
them in 1902. I was caused much sufwere
the promoters
Which Cost Over
content. They did not fear that the
fering by backache for three or four
$17,500.
years and though I never laid off from
authorities would step in, and carried
work, my back was so painful at times
their preparations forward without
that it was all I could do to attend to Reno, Xev., July 2. With the lust luriiier consideration of the opposi..
.
wnat 1 was doing. . Doan s Kianej i
tion.
plank in place, the canvas covering or
t,.,,
j , ,
Great was Hie consternation, there& Co.'s drusr store, entirely relieved the ring stretched until it cannot slip fore, when Governor Gillett, when the
me and I had no return of the trouble or rumple beneath the feet of the actual erection of the arena had been
for six months. At the end of that fighters, the arena in which James begun, and everything was considered
time my work brought on another at- J. Jeffries and John Arhtur Johnson settled, announced that he regarded
and not a
the contest as a prize-figh- t
tack of backache. I at once took will settle the world's
heavy weight
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
boxing contest, and that he in accordthe desired relief. A medicine that championship on Monday is ready for ance with the laws of California ne
lives ud to the claims made for it tlie thronging thousands who will see would not permit it to be held. There
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the the history-makin- g
battle fought out. was talk of a sontest in the courts,
And the thousands are coming. They but it was seen that, this would be
strongest endorsement.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 are pouring into this little city by too long drawn out to admit of a decents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, every available means of conveyance. cision iu time to stage the fight, and
New York, sole agents for the United Some of them come from the other the governor making it decidedly
States.
side of the Atlantic ocean. Some plain that he meant what he said, and
Remember the name Doan's and have voyages across the Pacific, trav would go to all legal lengths to stop
take no other.
eling nearly 10,000 miles to witness ;ine anair, uie promoters gave up, auu
the fight, and probably there would picked the state of Nevada as their
have been many more from great dis- - one sure stronghold,
Notice for Publication.
Goldfield at first made a strong bid
tjumoa hnrt it not heen tor the strong
(06888, Not Coal.)
for
widethe match, but accessibility was a
and
the
opposition to the match
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. spread agitation to prevent it which point to be strongly considered, and
and his associates finally
finally resulted in the transfer to the Rickard
June 22, 1910.
came to believe that Reno was the
Notice is hereby given that Jose far less accessible Reno
The widespread opposition to the proper selection. So Reno it was, and
Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
town
semade
homestead
1905,
21,
fight iu California which finally re- everything was switched to this
entry(
the
of
construction
hurried
the
and
2
drastic
Gillett's
SW sulted in Governor
rial 06888), No. 8416, for E
4
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec- action, barring the event from the arena begun.
The Reno arena is located a mile
tion 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E. state, and the shifting of the scene
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of to Reno, was headed by the churches and a half from the center of the
intention to make final five year proof of the country, and found a place in city, and stands where stood the arena
fight took
to establish claim to the land above the resolutions adopted by several of in which the Root-HaThe plan
four
Reago.
and
and
conferences
years
place just
the annual church
described, before Register
the it almost identical with that of the
The governor,
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, conventions.
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910. niavor. and even the President were arena in San Francisco which had to
state interClaimant names as witnesses:
appealed to, and the story of the gov be abandoned when the
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San- ernor's" final interference is now his- - vened and caused the shift to Nevada.
It is about 300 feet square, and seats
chez, Juan Sanchez, and Francisco tory.
M.
N.
all
of
encountered
by 20,000 approximately, and its cost was
Analla,
Lamy,
The first problem
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the promoters after the men had expected to exceed $17,500.
Forest of Lumber.
Register. signed articles was that of selecting
A forest of lumber has gone into
a site. Rickard declared himself U
favor of Salt Lake City, Utah, and it the construction of the great octag
Stockholders' Meeting.
so designed
The regular annual meeting of the looked for a time as though the match onal amphitheatre. It is
is
of
one
the
spectators
that
every
stockholders of the New Mexican would be staged there. Jack Gleason,
full view of the ring in
a
insured
San
Fran
a
is
at
the
Rickard's
held
be
will
associate,
Printing Company
will be fought. Lookoffice of the company in the city of ciscan, however, and he was equally which the battle
the
from
bleachers, it seems
down
be
should
ing
on
the
determined
that
fight
m.,
,
5:30
at
p.
o'clock,
Santa Fe
to
think
that
enough action
absurd
difference
The
stockheld in his home city.
Monday, July 11th, 1910. All
into that
conbe
could
compressed
Gleason
and
between
Rickard
and
notice
govern
take
will
holders
tinued until the governor of Utah space to keep such a horde of people
themselves accordingly.
minute.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
plainly intimated that his stand would interested, even for a
the
within
Measured
ropes with
Rickard
and
&
be against the fight,
Treasurer.
Secretary
their padded corners, the ring is just
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 28th, yielded the point.
When Rickard and Gleason finally 24 feet square. From edge to edge in
1910.
decided upon holding the fight on the each direction the raised platform is
coast, the question of the exact place 27 feet, alolwing 18 inches beyond the
was still in doubt for several weeks. ropes all around. This space is left
It was found that the hoard of super- for the convenience of the seconds,
under the who must spring into the ring bevisors of San Francisco,
&
new administration which took office tween rounds to fan and wash and
at the beginning of the year, was encourage their warring chieftains.
Telephone Mo 140 Red
Below the edge of the platform runs
round
willing to grant a forty-fiv- e
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
narrow bench upon which are lotwenty-rouna
permit, breaking the
the telegraph instruments which
at
cated
friction
was
there
still
but
limit,
declick
the story of the battle
will
was
some points, and finally it
world. Here also are the
around
the
across
the
to
bay.
the
take
cided
fight
L
s
metallic
with
New
teleghones
Emeryville is the site of the
California Jockey Club race track. It attached, through which the thousands
is convenient to all railroads, street on the outside will hear of the
cars and ferry boats, and when the progress of the fight via the bulletin
sevsnorting world heard that President boards. Back of this bench are
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday Williams of the Jocky Club had con eral others, providing in all for 100
Returns Thursday and Friday. sented to the use of the grounds for newspaper men.
From this level around the ring the
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop the fight arena, they breathed a sigh sections
radiate outward and upward
as
the
way
of relief. It looked
though
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
was cleared at last. The men were in l!ke spokes of a wagon wheel. There
secwedge-shapePhone No 23 Red
training, plans for the arena were are eight of these
five
is
seats
row
of
drawn, the agreed portions of the gi tions, and each
one
front,
in
the
than
ire
lies
and
were
higher
deposited,
gantic purse
feet
the last row rising thirty-fiv- e
everything looked smooth.
HACK
do
seats
The
level.
from
the
how
of
midst
ground
this,
Right in the
soldier-fashioothe
one
run
the
behind
came.
not
church
the
opposition
ever,
From
but alternate so that the man
people of the east bay shore
BARRANCA TO TAOS The
!
oks down on the ring oewhere Emeryville is located brought iiehind
tween
heads ot tne two airecuy m
the
the
to
bear
upon
Meets Both North South great pressure
officials. It was announced front of him. By this arrangement
county
Bounds Trains.
that the fight would be stopped at the the ring will be flanked by a slopinge
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot first Indication that it was anytning wall of races and staring eyes,
the north bound train and arrives at
than the sparring contest it pur- - ling the fighters on all sides to a
Taos at 7 p. m.
will he no
ported to be. This statement created height of thirty feet. There
Ten miles shorter than any other aiarm, and when it was followed by spaces and lies between them, just
at
way. Good covered hack and good a request from Williams that the pro- -' a solid wall of faces glaring down
some other the white square,
teams.
moters, if possible, find
Between the press seats and the
rrij.l5a.gr dLenato Malta Pas place, sportdom suffered a decided blue
Rneil. Williams said that he would bleachers there is a gentle slope upon
senger Goxaaforta'fcle.
are
keep his bargain with Rickard, but which approximately 5,000 chairs
it was evident that he did not desire grouped. Here the aristocrats will sit
at their ease men to whom a $50
to do so.
The promoters then began to gather seat for an afternoon's sport is littletheir forces in San Francisco again, out of the ordinary. The five thouA storm of objection and protest was sand will be on a lower level than tne
SHOP raised by the Church Federations and ring, and will look upward at the
like organizations, but the police com- - fighters.
Through the bleacher section wire
mittee of the supervisors recom- For 19 years the only
- fences have been run, marking on the
perthe
mended
that
first class tonsorial parlor
mit be granted. Attorneys were em- - zones of financial standing. First
in Santa Fe.J
by the churchmen to fight the hind the chairs come rows of seats
OUR NEW FITCH
matter before the supervisors. Every- - held at $20, $25 and $30 each. Then
one expected a verbal battle at least, come the $15 seats, the $10 rows in
TREATMENT
the gallery
to cure, (not only and when the recommendation came great numbers, and finally
is guaranteed
Jl
TV
goas, percnea nign auuve tue 6'uuu
iamn nair s j
relieve,
at $5 per perch.
other scalp irritations. We also m
mm
Behind these highest seats a broad
w m
wa
di ctn a"aM wnAtm
car ry a complete line of all the
walk surrounds the arena. It leads
to the exits, and these are so placed
popular hair and facial tonics.
be
&
DE
would
LUXE
FITCH
I
so
that
QUININE
HERPICIDE,
"I find Cascarets good troubled a that the flow of the crowd nowill
central
was
well
is
distributed. There
not be without them. I
BATHS BATHS BATHS
point of egress at which crowding
great deal with torpid liver and headache,
Now since taking Cascarete Candy Cathar- thousands mav aim
enhancing the
HDBBS LAUNDRY
common to all crowds of panic
nT"
none. US, Wtjwiiiuciovxuvaiixwi
rauiuiu. T have ever seen '
v,
uupeae.
MnnrlovB - and Tut-a- jvuioo uimy
Kf
UCOh marine
uiwiv
ouuui; KILL oniTiVUVMPj uiuv.and .uvauujo
Beneath the bleachers are the quarAnna Bazinet.
Thursdays
P'ndays
and deliver
the dressing
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass. ters of the fighters,
All work is guaranteed; yoar
or
don,
rooms
will
in
which
they
and
buttons
mended
Good.
socks are
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste
The
togs.
or
their
rather
Weaken
Gripe.
expose,
fighting
Do Good. Never Sicken,
sewed on you shirts, without
10c 25c 50c. Never sold in bulk. The
two camps are separated by the width
extra charge.
to
stamped C C C. Guaranteed 928
of the arena, and a short aisle, kept
cure or your money back.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
THROW OUT THE LINE.
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New Mexico Military Institute
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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Army Officer Detailed oy War Department
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Through Academic course, preparing young
college or (or bu.t.i:ss life. Great
amount of open a!r work. Healthiest location
of any Military Schooi In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the jjardec
spot of the West it l e'evntlor, of '1,700
feet above sea level, sviishlne everv 'lay. fut
luie rain or snow during sessloc.
Eleven Officers aud Instructors, al! graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice Presides:; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flul&y
For particulars aril illustrated catalogue
men for

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
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line a sole as
flexible as the
skin of the foot;
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wears long
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The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.
CUSTOM

Shoe Co.
ST. LOUIS, u. s. A.

clear of other tarflic, will be reserved
for each man and his followers when
they make their progress to the battle
ground.
have been
Unusual precautions
taken to prevnt disorder of any kind.
There will be several platoons of
guards scattered through the aisles,
and among the audience. Every entrance and exit will be supervised to
prevent crowding, and plain clothes
men will be scattered everywhere.

head-dresse-

MODERATELY WARM DAYS
DELIGHTFULLY COOL NIGHTS.

That is Record of Month of June Past
There Was Not a Day Without
June had not a day with less than
per cent of sunshine and six days
had, 100 per cent of sunshine. The
sunshine average for the month was
76 per cent. The mean temperature
was 66 degrees, just a little bit higher
than the average. The highest tem
perature recorded was 86 degrees on
June 19 and the lowest was 44 degrees
on June 11. The greatest daily range
was 34 degrees on July 18 and the
least daily range was 13 degrees on
July 15. The mean atmospheric pressure was 29.8; the highest 30.08 on
June 26; and the lowest 29.58 on June
2. Since New Year there has been
an accumulated excess over the normal temperature of the last
years, of 153 degrees, or an av
erage of about one degree a day. The
precipitation last month was .56 of
an inch; the greatest precipitation
any 24 consecutive hours was .19 of
an inch on June 26. Since New Year
there has been a deficiency in precipitation of almost two inches. The pre
vailing direction of the wind has been
from the southeast; the total move
ment in June was 6962 miles; the
average hourly velocity 9.7 miles; the
maximum velocity 43 miles per hour
from the southeast on June 15. The
number of clear days were 14; partly

'Kg $5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
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Santa Fe,

the c

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron

N. M.

BIocK.

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands
under ditch, 840 00 to
and highly improved,
ideal homes ready for

in tracts of all size9, raw lands,
75 00 per acre, under cultivation
S60.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANOHRS,
AN1)

SMALiLi

We are prepared to locate settlers on
enter- eminent land. We have Irrigationmen
are
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
invitea locorresiionu nu us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCH KS.
LA RGB
ANI
SMALL.

LET US HEM? FROM YOU,

Look Over Your Suit

thirty-seve-

;

JSC

A fA BERGERE.

Southwest

27

cuv,-mor-

uiaurui,

of the

Sunshine.

LIRE

Company

The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,

MADE BY

Wertheimer-Swart- s

-

FARE

0. BARNES. Aoent

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

For Best Laundry Work

WOODTS

it's shape

.

21-fo-

FRESH EGGS

the World

Save Money and Inconvenience ty Purchasing Wells Ftrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERfe.
Paynbi rnro'igTout the United States. Canada. Mexico
ad all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT 8Y TELEGRAPH.

style supreme;

1--

Pa r ts of

i

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

Take a pick with your eyes shut and after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
you'll get what you like. That re- and it will remind you of when it first
fers to
came from the tailor's hands bright,
ANY LIVERY RIG
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
that leaves these stables. They're all
shape, and take out every spot and
up to date and any of them gives satstain without the least injury to the
isfaction. A drive drives away the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
blues.
Try it and save calling the
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
doctor.

williams

guaranteed.

i mm

cloudy days 14; cloudy days 2. There
were seven days on which . 01 of an 310 San Francisco St.
'Phone 139 Red.
Inch or more of precipitation occurred
Hail fell on June 14. The average
maximum temperature was 78.8 degrees, and the average minimum 52.5
degrees. There was not a day on
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and paswhich tihe minimum temperature rose
between Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
above sixtv degrees.
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
know
should
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
mid
is lutrresuMl
nhouttheworiderlul
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
kMARVELWhirlingSpray
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
isest Ji t'bi con veil
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive
lent, ll cleanses
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
SiMiaiiUy.
dk your ururpiii,Tur i
rm,t
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at
awept no

Julius Muralt er, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

marvel,
other, but B?na Btamp

lor

full particulars and directions
to ladies. M AU J
44 Kut SBd Street. SEW 1

D

U.

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

the rate of

J. W. STOCKARD, ivvanagcir
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ROAD BUILDERS.
Raton boasts of Uhe fine condition of
its Scenic Highway arid if the work on
the Scenic Highway up the Santa Fe
canon, had been continued without interruption as Superintendent H. O.
Bursuin begun and partly completed
it ix years ago, Santa Fe could boast
too of having the finest tourist highway in the west and all of New Mexico would receive credit and profit
therefrom. The county can do much
to improve its highways, however, and
the Xew Mexican hones to he ahl tr
speak of the members of the Santa Fe
board of county commissioners as the
Dai'y Range speaks of one of Colfax
county's commissioners, when it says:
'County Commissioner Burch who
supervises Colfax county roads, is one
of the best roadbuilders and is constantly at work with a large gang of
men and teams improving our roads.
Many fine new bridges have been put
in by this force during the last few
months and as fast as can be done
every had road in the county will be
Colfax county is progressbettered.
ive and in no way is it proven more
conclusively than by her progression
in good roads."

SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

THE NEW MEXICAN
PAUL. A. F. WALTER,

Daily, six months by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
75
carrier
Daily, per month, by
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by

$3.50
2.00
, .

50

iWeekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It is sent to
The New Mexican is tie oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
c'rculatfo
and
a
growing
has
and
large
in
the Territory,
every postofflce
Southwest.
of
the
and
people
progressive
among the intelligent
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OUR FRIEND HITCHCOCK.
The Xew Mexican has given Post-

M.
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The Germans have started on a
North Polar expedition,
engineered
by no less personages than Prince
Henry and Count Zeppelin. The New
Mexican sees another Polar controversy looming up beside which the
fight will seem a mere
skirmish.

R.

Q-

Assistant Cashier.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

PAUL A. F. WALTER

...

$150,000
80.000

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe.

New Mexico

?

Chas. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

g
2
5

RENEHAN & DAVIES
Renehan
E. P. Davies
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j
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.

McKAFE,

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

CARDS.
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-
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!

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

President,

ma firs! mtmm Bank
OF SAfJTA

PAYING PEOPLE TO VOTE.
A. B.
From Pennsylvania couics the sugAttorneys-at-Lahis
due
master General Hitchcock
Practice in the Supreme and Dis-gestion that voters be. paid for going
who
those
have
so
mead of credit and
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
to the polls and voting. The lack of
on the ground during the long
were
specialty. Office in Cairon Block.
interest of the majority of voters in
It
statehood act Santa Fe
drawn out struggle for statehood.
a
the
Taken
New Mexico
as
whole,
the average election is an alarming;
is pleasing to see also that Arizona i? liberal and in.no instance works
manifestation to students of political
i in
,. .'..lint,.
any real hardship on any one. Even
E. C. ABBOTT
i
i.i avi
lain" . lwiVtinrl in mnntr-- -y
economy. It is only a .'! i v. ii i itii .i
the
clause,
.
objectionable
language
.....1Attorney-at-Lauiit-iunwunv
ii vth'n" lne Hiiponani. ami
election that brums out
while entirely unnecessary, should be
Practice in the District and Sulike a full vote in most of the states. part of Mr. Hitchcock tor the
taken as the result of the general preme Courts. Prompt and careful
in Xew Mexico, especial-- tories and the following letter from a misunderstanding that prevails, even
attention given to all business.
.,.,,,.,. 10 the Arizona Repub- - among good people, in the east in re- Santa
ly in the counties where the Spanish LT s
New Mexico
Fe,
American citizenship prevails, the lican at Phoenix is herewith repro- gard to Xew Mexico. New Mexico toand
small
stay at home vote is very
day has not a single territorial official
CATRON & CATRON
in towns like Santa Fe and Albuquer- duced:
who does not speak English and yet. j Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lato
the
editor
a
letter
"From
election
private
brings
que, even a municipal
among those officials and their emOffice:
Catron Block
out the full vote. It is only when of the Republican from a Senator of ployes are many of native birth and
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
at
men
are
of
instead
principles
parentage. Thus
the Tnited Slates who was conspic- of Spanish-speakinstake that this cankerworm of indifthere
the friend of Arizona in the in the last legislative assembly
G. W. PRICHARD
ference is notable also in New Mexi- uously
statehood fight, we take the liberty was not a single member who could
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
co, such being tne case, for instance, of
not speak English and the statehood
printing the subjoined extract:
Practice in all the District Courts
a few months ago when Santa Fe vot' 'In
rejoicing with you my mind act does not prevent, the new state, if and gives special attention to cases
ed on the important proposition to exto one man who has worked its people deem it wise and proper, to before the
turned
Territorial Supreme Court.
tend its city limits when only one out for you hard and unostentatiously, elect only native-bor- n
citizens to office
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
of every six voters went to the polls, and whose name has of course, not and legislature.
In theory, the
and a proposition of the greatest imclause is objectionable, in pracgotten into the public prints as conHOLT & SUTHERLAND
portance to future of the city was lost spicuously as those of us who deserve tice, it works no harm or makes no
Attorneys-at-Laby sheer default. The president of less credit than he, if, indeed, it has difference.
Practice in the District Courts as
the Pennsylvania Bar Association said
all.
at
the
into
public prints
well as before the Supreme Court ol
this week in his annual address, de- gotten
Therefore as a matter of simple jus-on
Today's telegrams of the Associated the territory.
the
ploring
increasing indisposition
I feel that the people of the two
tice
Press bring the old story of terrible Las Cruces. - the part of the people to go to
New Mexico
new states ought to know how much
deaths, from humidity and sunin the performance of their
heat,
Hitchcock did to secure the
Frank
in the east.' At the same time,
most responsible duties of citizenship:
EDWARD C. WADE
of this bill. During the pres- stroke,
Mexican prints the official
New
the
"For years past this tendency has passage
Attorney-at-Lasession no man has been so powent
statistics during the
been asserting itself in an inordinate
meteorolgical
in the Supreme and DisPractices
stateof
a
friend
effective
erful and
demand for more numerous election hood as Mr. Hitchcock and no man past month at Santa Fe. There was trict Courts of the Territory, in the
precincts. Their multiplication has deserves more or so much credit for not a single night last month during Probate Court and before the U. S.
which the temperature did not drop to Surveyor General and U. S. Land
been countenanced in the hope of
its becoming a law as he.
irksomeness
the
minimizing
Offices.
' 1 write this because it seemed to 60 degres or less; not a day without
thereby
cent of sun- Las Cruces
to the voters of the exercise of their
when others of us are at least 25 or more per
New Mexico
me
that
unjust
not a day on which the temfranchise and of encouraging a more
shine;
from
consideration
so
much
receiving
not
a
86
But
in
elections.
degrees;
general participation
WILLIAM McKEAN
the people of these new states, the one perature exceded
"on. the pasture of hope graze many
Attorney-at-Laman who more than any of us de- day on which the relative humidity
fools." says the Russian proverb. The serves the thanks of the
of Ari- averaged one half as much as it does
people
and Land Law.
Mining
upshot has been that the cost of elec- zona possibly might not be in their in the east. Instead of bare 5,000 peo- Taos
New Mexico
tions has mounted up prodigiously, minds.'
least
100,000
ple, there should be at
and the size of the vote polled, as
"This generous tribute to General who find escape from heat, humidity
C. W. G. WARD
compared with the growth of the pop Hitchcock from a Senator who mod-- ' and sickness in this secluded, beauTerritorial
District Attorney
down.
Lat
it is a delight to For San
ulation, has steadily gone
estly places himself in the back- tiful vale where
Miguel and Mora Counties
occasions
save
as
as
far
exceptional
upon
out
terly,
a Senator without whose aid live year in and year
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico
of local or national concern, no elec ground
weather and climate are concerned.
could not have been passed
bill
the
tion seems able to bring out even a
does but simply justice to the postW. A. FLEMING JONES
decent proportion of the persons who master general's loyal friendship for '
Democratic
A
Bonds and Investments
of
the
few
exchanges
ought to vote, and unhappily the the territories. It may be indeed, that
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
are taking umbrage at Congress proelement is largely made
Frank Hitchcock's name has not been
of the railroad Judicial District of New Mexico.
up of those presumptively best quali so frequently mentioned as the names viding for the payment
bonded indebtedness which a previous
Eastern and local bank references.
lied to vote intelligently and most
but
friends;
of others of our
saddled upon Las Cruces
New Mexico
likely, if voting at all, io vote honest- the intelligent people of Arizona and session of Congress had
Fe and Grant counties. They
ly. The remedy now to be applied is of New Mexico know that he has Santa
R. W. WITTMAN
that this indebtedness is to be
to reduce the number of elections. been their
in quarters forget,
champion
the proceeds of the sale of
from
Draftsman
paid
That is to say, a man who has shown where his championship
was needed,
himself habitually indifferent to cer- and- that if he had not been for us a million acres of land given by the
Copies furnished of records on file
United States, not, by the Territory, in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
tain duties is relieved of part of
bill in all probability would lhave and that the
them in the expectation that he will the
New Mexice
surplus is to go to the Santa Fe,
failed. When General Hitchcock again
thereby be shamed into a performance visits the territories he will learn at common school fund of the new state.
In other words, every county and the
of the rest a lazy schoolboy systeJOHN K. STAUFFER
first hand somewhat of the appreciamatically playing truant is given a tion in which his services are held." entire Territory are gainers by this
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print- gift which would not have been made
dispensation from attendance upon
certain days on the assumption that
:but for the recognition by Congress ing Company.
THE GLORIOUS FOURTH.
'
he will feel disposed to answer to
that Uncle Sam ought to pay the debt i Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Mexican
"Lest we forget," the New
the roll call on the remaining ones."
-a splendidly he had unjustly saddled upon the j
on
another
page
He regretted very much the evi- prints historical article
counties.
by Judge A. helpless
dences of this tendency to escape the written
of July has
Fourth
The
Morrison.
L.
duties of citizenship, which has ar- an added
It has been justly said that the
significance to New Mexico Spanish-AmericaNormal school at
rived at such a pass that there have
tlhe commonwealth is about to
even been suggestions made that peo- since
El Rito, Rio Arriba county, is the capstates
of
one
the
of
family
become
stone to the educational system of
ple should lie paid for the performance that
joined in the Declaration of In- New Mexico.
of these duties, as was instanced by
It provides the teachas
were
much
There
just
a bill introduced at a recent session of dependence.
will
ers
who
the torch of encarry
sacmartyrdom and self
the legislature for the payment of heroism and the
remotest districts
to
the
lightenment
who
women
men
and
rifice
which canparents from the public treasury for blazed among
districts
cf
the
Territory,
Mexico
even
the way in New
sending their children to school. The earlier than did the pioneers on the not pay the high salaries paid teachessence of this proposition being the
from the Declara- ers in the towns and cities, teachsame as that of paying citizens to Atlantic coast, but
dates a new era ers, who even if they were willing to
of
tion
Independence
vote.
was found- go into the backwoods, would not unand
there
in world history
customs and
ed a nation that is the greatest on the derstand the language,
CROPS ONLY IN STREAKS.
and of which New spirit qf their unusual surroundings
the
earth
face
of
The dry farmers of New Mexico are Mexico is
not reach the
proud to be a component and could therefore
in hard luck. They have had three
of
the
heart
and
mind
pupils as do
On
newspaper
every
Monday,
successive seasons of drouth and this part.
will eagerly scan the news- these graduates of the Spanish-Americareader
season seems to be no better, which
Normal school. The institution
columns and bulletin boards for
is a pretty good indication that what paper
fills
the
at
meet
a
returns
greatest need that the Xew 1
of
the
pugilistic
a
is called drouth is the usual condition.
Nevada: not one of them need Mexico public school system has felt
Reno,
This should teach them that dry farm- to be urged to do
for
is
years.
it
but
merely
it;
Do You Want a Crate?
ing in New Mexico requires special manifesting a trait of human nature
Leave vour order with
preparation, special cultivation, spec- with which it is hopeless to contend.
The great parks of the big cnies
ial selection of seed and crops. It is But every one interested in the fight, will be crowded on Monday with $
us this week.
of the
certain that nine-tentand that practically means all, should seething humanity. Santa Fe has
dry farmers, have paid no atten- also give an hour or so to reading round alwit it parks of far greater
tion to the basic principles of scientific over the old story of the battles of the
and beauty than the most beauThe longer you wait, the
dry farming and that in consequence revolution from Lexington to York-tow- tiful breatning spaces in the world
m
more chance you take,
in
the
can
crops
only
expect good
they
and if the description is by a and those who can do so should hie
that vou will oav more
exceptional wet years. Professor J. good historian many will be astonish- themselves into the canons aM forestD. Tinsley, the Santa Fe dry farm- ed to find that the narrative is as ed hillsides to
in touch with
get
money, as prices will
ing expert has just returned from a thrilling and certainly more enlighten- nature. But few, even right here in
soon advance.
trip to Amarillo, Texas, and the south- ing and inspiring, than the story that town, at the gateway of the sublimest
ern part of the territory. He reports will be flashed over the wires from scenery to be found anywhere, realize
the territory as streaked with sections the ringside at Reno. At least, no how beautiful the woods really are at
Strawberries,
where the crops are in good condi- reader of this paper, should fail to this time, and what peace and content
Raspberries.
tion. These streaks are alternated by read carefully Judge Morrison's synop- come to him who can sit by the brook-sid- e
Loganberries,
places which are extremely dry. In sis of the great events that made this
and dream away a day amidst the
Blackberries.
arjd
the vicinity of Clovls the crops were republic.
singing of the pine trees and the murFresh
Vegetables
in the best of condition until two
mur of water falls.
Daily. ,
weeks ago when hot winds shriveled
It must be remembered that the
them up. The people there have set statehood act relieves all of the counThe way that modern school houses
about replanting and expect to raise ties of their indebtedness by com- are replacing the old adobe shacks
some sort of crops, if nothing more pelling the state to assume and refund even in the most remote school disthan fodder for their animals.
it. Sooner or later, the state will be tricts jof the Territory, must delight
granted public lands to pay off this Old timers who felt the need of eduColonel W. S. Hopewell is known as assumed indebtedness, especially if cational advantages in their time. The
a joker and when he comes out in an New Mexico sends Republican sena- patlh for young America in New Mex& COMPANY
interview asserting that the Demo- tors and representatives to Congress ico is being made much pleasanter if
crats forced the statehood bill through who will work with the majority in not smoother than it was for the pioCongress he perpetrates a capital redeeming Republican platform pledg- neers. Nothing is too good for the
josh, as good as the ancient one about es and enforcing Republican
boys and girls of today, especially in
the tail wagging the dog,
the educational line.
t
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transacts ii general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coilateraS security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to alt parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given byt any money transmiting agency public or
rate of three
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
'
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
itijr. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

THE

HOTEL

Q
W'l-LIA-

M

VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex

the West

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

e

stay-at-hom- e

....

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Ccmmodieas Sample IJoBm
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE"
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PttESS THK BUTTON

WIS DO

THE REST.

.

-

;

'

....

r

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours
.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

n

i

Co.''
&

I

GROCERS

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING f

n

ex-le-

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

regg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only tlrst class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service.
men,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

MYAJO, CHIMAYO and

BALLETA

n

i

H. S. KAUNE

PHONE2H

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c '
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS

NAVAJO BLANKETS

CANDELARIO

"
"
65o per pound and up
30c

I5c

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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ARE YOU COIN' FISHIN'MR. SPORTSMAN?

fglOMEY IN

J. F. Byrd, of Buckman, is here on
busines.
W. E. Hamilton, of Minneapolis, is
at Gregg's hotel.
J. W. Ridge, a Louisville hardware
salesman, is at the Palace.
you win need some t J . . ft
C. W. Mills, a lumber
dealer of j
tackle, and a few other
j
Springer, is here on business.
v. f r tit Jimt
5
'em
We've
all,
everything
got
supplies.
Sheriff
Martinez will return
Deputy
3M0 g- today to his home in Abiquiu.
;
A
i
that you need. 'Just call at our store and
J. A. Quiun, a chinaware salesman
V it '
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
of Larvin, O., is railing on the trade. '
!'j.'vl-V..- Mrs. S. Spitz will give a card party!
else
tell you the best bait, the right flies,'and
at her home on East. Palace avenue,
July C.
you wish to know.
Miss Anita Bcrgere has
one to
COME IN AND GET ACThree Rivers, Otero county, where
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
she will visit Miss Fall.
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
M. A. Ortiz, of Ortiz, Colo., is here
on land business. He is registered at
ADVANTAGE.
j
'
jwi
the Coronado.
i
Mrs. Lou Weil, of Taos, is in the
city for a few days. She is stopping
,
j
at the Palace.
'
II. A. Comer of the New Mexico Cen-- i
j
tral was a visitor in Estancia on:
Wednesday.
HAVING MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables you to borrow more money
Governor Mills and son Wilson, will;
Our Line is all new and complete in every
when you want it to start a business of your own.
return from Las Vegas on Tuesday of
next week.
f
detail our
larger
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
Miss Catarina Rael left today for
'
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.
than
ever.
more
and
where
she
visit
will
complete,
Albiuiuerque,
.friends for several weeks.
j
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty,
Hon. K. A. Miera, of Clba, Sandoval
BANK &
Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
SPORTMAN;
county, is visiting for a few days with,1
j
;
his sister, Mrs. Charles Wagner.
than ever before.
,
Miss True, the well known teacher
'of the Indians, is up from the Pajarito
Ranch, and is registered at the Palace, j
City Agent H. S. Lntz of the Santa
up
Fe system contemplates a vacation
visit to his old home at Lehighton, Pa. I
Miss Alice Watson, the daughter of
O. C. Watson and who has been ser- - j
PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
iously ill, was reported better this
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
morning.
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
Thomas Lindley, of Wichita; E.
Wholesale & Retail
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
Schoemann, of St. Louis, and James
Dealers in
Goss, of Chicago, are salesmen at the
See our attractive list before buying.
Palace.
'
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of the
C- - A
&
Republican central committee, arriv- ed on. (he noon train from his home
Santa Pe, New Mexico
daughter Eleanor, who have been visat Socorro.
in the Queen City of the Plains.
Mis.
returned iting
Carrie Hayward
M.
V. Mills of Springer,
For full particulars call on or Phone. Red Ho. 189
Attorney
119 San Francisco St. address
with
home
visit
her Colfax
this week after a
the above company
called on Governor
county,
Tor Mills
son, J. B. Hayward at Moriarty,
today. Attorney Mills is much
iance county.
interested in the progress and welMiss Rosie Alarid and Miss Petita fare of the New Mexico
Reform School
FRUIT CANNING TIME, and OUR PATENT CLAMP
Alarid, daughters of Mrs. Louisa Ala-ri- at Springer.
FRUIT CANS WILL SAVE LABOR and FRUIT
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Nicasio
The July dance under the auspices
de Baca, at Las Vegas.
of the Woman's Board of Trade will
A New Line of WILTON and AXMINSTER RUGS, in
Benjamin J. Alarid will leave today take place on Monday evening July
:
:
:
:
for Las Vegas, where he will attend 4, in the assembly room of the public-librarOriental Patterns, Just Received. :
,
;
He
the Fourth of July celebration.
and promises to be a most enCALL and xee them whether yot buy or not
will be gone several days.
social affair.
joyable
Clement Hightower and family ex-- J. Gordon Smith, editor of the
In our newly improved ntore you will find. EVERYTHING
'
pect to leave for their home at Capi-taDATE FURNITURE.
in the line of UP-Tpublished at Wagon Mound,
on next Wednesday after spending Mora
county,
spent the day in Santa
OUR QUALITY AND OUR PRICES ARE DEPENDABLE
'several months in the capital.
(Fe. Mr. Smith is bright and energetic
Every well dressed lady selects her gloves,
Daniel C. Ortiz, mailing clerk at the and will lake an active part in the
and Onyx Granite Wear.
and collars as well, with great care.
postofflce, will leave today for Las coming statehood campaigns.
- ,
Vegas, where he will spend the Fourth
"Mrs. Emma McCamant drove in
and return here about July 7.
from Santa Fe Monday, where she
collars is new and
Our line of Corliss-Coo- n
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.
Miss Onofre Wagner, daughter of had been visiting relatives since
Mrs. Charles Wagner, has returned Thursday.
shapely and will outwear the common kind
She was accompanied
for the summer from Mt. St. Joseph's home by her mother, Mrs. Sarah
Ladies Kid Gloves for $1.25. Very dressy
'academy at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mead." The Stanley Index.
"Miss Lenore Helping of Santa Fe,
Ornamental Doors.
Atorney Charles A. Spiess returned
and serviceable. Strongly sewed and good
as sister of Mrs. J. B. Hayward, is to Las Vegas yesterday from Washhere on a visit arriving Saturday."
finish.
ington where he was in the vanguard
"
s
Moriarty Messenger.
in the light for statehood.
To him,
Superintendent Clinton J. Oandall, Santa Fe county owes especial thanks
Genuine french kid finest quality $1.50 pair
1 $
of the U. S. Indian Industrial school, for the clause that takes care of the
These embody best style features now in
in in this city, was bound for Albu- - railway bonded indebtedness.
querque yesterday afternoon,
James Mair, a well known contractogue.
George A. Kaseman, a business man or of Las Vegas, who thirty years ago
of Albuquerque and formerly deputy built the cathedral and other struc9
t
t
The very best grade of Chamoisette, easy
U. S. marshal, was in Santa Fe this tures in Santa Fe, was an arrival last
t
h lit
evening and left this morning for Comorning, on his way to Espanola.
fitting acd comfortable at 60c. pair.
, where he will
Miss Stern of South Bend, Ind., andlrona. Lincoln count-who is a sister of Mrs, Samuel Eldodtjput up a modern school house for the
Ladies Milanese Lisle best value ever shown
of r.hamltn is tliH eruest of the Misses district.
at the price 35c.
L. M. Ortiz of Chimayo, N. M. who
Spitz at their home on East Palace
THE
SECRET
the
OF
BEAUTY
attended
institute
the
four
avenue.
past
are made to perfection from our
Good Grade Silk. Double fabric tips,
weeks, will leave for his home
Lumber) because the wood is lies in a-- good complexion and the Mrs. Pedro M. Lobato accompanied He speaks highly of the good today.
work
of a good complexion Is good by her children left today for her done at the
Splendid value at 60c. We have others of
perfect in every particular and secret
this year, and
free from every imperfection of blood. Our toilet articles embrace home at Albuquerque, after visiting says he thinksinstitute,
it was the best instibest selections to pick from.
and relatives for several
tute ever held in this county for the
kaots, cracks and warpings. everything to preserve the complexion her parents
in
this city.
and our blood purifiers enable one to days
last few years.
Every foot of it is thoroughly have
it.
Colonel W. H. H. Llewelyn has re
so
and
dried
Clarence Bowls, Thomas Vickroy,
seasoned,
shrunk,
turned to his home at Las Cruces from D. D.
it can be absolutely relied upon WARM WEATHER TOILET
Vickroy, William Beacham and
He
York
New
City.
The daintiest of Washington and
others will leave this evening for a
by carpenters and builders, and aids here
was a prominent figure at the Roose
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
fishing trip and will not return until
archi- powders, freckle lotions, sun-bur- n
velt reception.
at
command.
remedies
are
your
July 5. They expect to reduce the
tects hereabouts particularly A. D. S. blood mixture
C. E. Linney, in charge of the local trout
guaranteed.
population of the Rio Medio and
mention our Lumber in their
weather bureau and who was sum- make a complete census of the grassspecifications.
moned to Washington some weeks hopper inhabitants along the Rio.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
ttgo to lo special work there is exA party of Santa Fe officials ar
Where your dollar buys the most.
pected Jiome next week.
rived here over the New Mexico Cen
Miss Elizabeth Brown of St. Joseph, tral Thursday afternoon and left for
Mo., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Lamy at 7:20 p. m. in a private car R8EE
R. F. Asplund, at the rectory on East attached to the
regular train No. 724.
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Palace avenue and will visit for sev- In the party were Vice President W
eral weeks in Santa Fe.
C.
CUT
E.
W.
FLOWERS, WEDDING
Hodges, General Manager
Bills Bros. Monumental Co,
AGENT FOR
Assistant Superintendent of Public Kouns, E. O. Faulkner, manager of
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Instruction Acasio 'Gallegos will at- the Santa Fe Tie and Timber departOP DENVER
DESIGNS.
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
tend the meeting of the Republican ment, and President McGaffey of the
ARE SKLMNG M'T!
CLSRERDON PODLTRY YARDS
central committee of Torrance coun- Santa Barbara Tie and Pole Company.
ALL GRAPHS OF MARBLE! fife 6RANITK
FRESH LAID KGGS every day
will
M EMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
The party went to Las Vegas and
ty at Willard, on Sunday, July 10.
Pure
bred
barred
Rocks
and
White A'ynndottes. Thickens
Plymouth
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa visit Denver.
are yarded in the orchard under t he trees and fed on clean wholesome food
No
of
chance
Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisouinf i
only.
l!
125 Palace Ave.
went to Denver last evening and will
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
return next week with Mrs. Jaffa and
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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for Electric Irons, Broilers,
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THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
our people to the use of even beer in
tin- first place, and
in the second
ulat-eafter the appetite is formed,
alter the system is poisoned the will
power is so weakened that resistance
is impossible. Beer drinking leads to
DRINK
si l onger drinks and so our
lili.L of $1,075,000,000 is upon us. The
people of the United States are awakening but how wide awake is New
Mexico to its best interests?
is it wide awake enough to say in
iis constitution that Prohibition must
prevail? To say that, our $8,000,000,
now spent to curse our territory
SHALL be turned into avenues of
profit, and blessing for our people?
This is the most vital question that
confronts us today. As Prohibition
lias been the salvation of Kansas so
will it be of New Mexico if it is put
into our laws and enforced. Governor
Stubbs says, "Prohibition is not the
conditions.
result oi auuusuueiH,
,

00
os

8i

Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Tte Talk, N. M...I.V

I,v
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ASK FOR TICKETS

Thirty-twwriting for third grade.
certificates finished their work yester-- j
day. The others finished todav.
The papers have been folded, pack- ed and sealed and sent by express to
another county to lie carefully read
and graded by parties qualified and
authorized by the educational depart-- j
nient to do this work. In about twelve
days the grades will be returned to
the educational department and at
once the certificates will be made out
and sent to those who have come up
to the required standard. As the
standard of qualification
has been
raised, it is hardly to be expected
that out of so many, every one will
from the
pass, yet it is expected
faithful work done that a higher per
cent than usual will successfully pass
the examination. The third grade applicants had seventy questions to answer, the second grade applicants
ninety and the first grades, one
Qiun-dre-

t'JIU in Ifed and Gold niettllic
hoes. sealed with I'.li.e llihhon.
TaLe no olher. ISnv of your
Iru relNt. Ask fni- ti! M ' 1 K T F.R S
lIAMOM l!RM
HILKS

years known as Ilest. Safest. Always Relia l
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

July at this office.
described land:

frost-touche-

4

above-describe-

Register.

FRED MULLER,
Receiver.
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Southwestern

System

East or West

The Best Route

u-- ve

EUGENE A.

G.F.&p. a.

foam-spotte-

left-han-

d

d

FROM SANTA FE TO

Best Trout

FISHIMG
In the World

Tickets at Union Depot.

FinoRigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

Montezuma

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

S.

e

'

prS

I

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

ular communication
first Monday of eacl
month a Masonic ha
at 7.30 . ra.
H. H. DORMAN,

Acting Master.
ALAN

R. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular con-

R. A. M.

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T.

Regular conclave

a iouna Monday in eacn
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.

j

1

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.

d

d

following

1--

d

j

the

SE
Of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
Any person claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
file their claims, or
objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Paso

A
.
UrngcSt f t
laIiet Au your
Vlitmond it rami j

TTv

Palace.
Thomas
J. V. Ridge, Louisville;
9
88
f7 18
Schoe- E.
Kan.;
Wichita,
Lindley,
94
7 35
Ar
Miss
St.
True,
Louis;
Pajarito
iinann,
Kawson, N, M at 6:15 p. in. Ranch; J. A. Quinn, Larvin, O.; James
Connects with K. P. S. V. Ry, train No. 124 it r riving
and twenty.
tllonnei-twith K.I'.A S.W. Ky, train No. 12,1 loaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
Hyndman, Kingston, Pa.; F. L.
SStusre for Van Honten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
Alamosa; Mrs. Lou Weil,
C AS. PasscnKcr trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
WHERE THE BIG
SOUTH KOUND
NORTH ROUND:
James Goss, Chicago; C. W.
Taos;
44
10
8.
a.
No.
1.
4.48
a
in:
in.
No.
TROUT LIVED.
G.
Mills, Springer; J.
Smith, Wagon
No, 2. 11.11 p. m.
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
S, F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O. & S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T.
Mound.
lies Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron Jk Northwestern at
The Golden Pool was named that
Claire.
is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Cimarron, N. M. wliich
it is. In September, when
because
M.
and Red Lakes. N.
C. R.
James Man, Las Vegas;
Ute Park, N. M. is depot fort lie. following stations in N. M. Arroyo Sero, Aurora,
we fish there most, the leaves around
AlA.
G.
Heureth, El Paso;
Kaseman,
Raldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Kli.abethtown. Loho, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
it have turned yellow, and yellow only
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
buquerque; George W. Hall, Carrizo-zo- ;
for we're too far north for red foliage,
Daily. fPlag, fl'aily except Sunday
Louis Rosezweig, Kansas City.
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
and it's all in a bath of gold light.
J. DEDMAN,
Gregg's.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
its a widening in the river about, a
Superintendent,
A.
L.
Alma
Norviel, Salem, Mass.;
hundred yards across, and a lot. of it
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Stanton, Albuquerque; E. S. Road well,
is shallow, so, of a bright afternoon,
New York; E. Hamilton, Minneapolis.
the tawny colored sandbars show
Coronado.
through. And all around the shore
AT
4. Ortiz. Ortiz Hnln.t Marnelino
are tall birches, which lean over, and
xxo
UL IL.
r..- -i
Hi, LUC UUUUIU
tRMtttlll
WriS
C.,
ai.:..;... ouiiutiia Aiwa,
A,r
MM iiUKZ,, AUiquiu;
and
their thin leaves are gold-shot- ,
are
kvurmiB- i v rum RnrkmHr,
'result, today the Kansas people
uetter ieu, ueuer ciouieu, nave unci the sun glitters through them. There
homes, larger families and bigger are alders close to the water, and
these are
too, and the
bank accounts."
in
stream
over
a
rushes
steep rapids
UK, C. 1. 1). NOTES.
"The cry of the
out the saloons would at a gorge between alder walls. It ;
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
that
wiping
.
tumbles
around rocks in tier
bring business stagnation has been ut- on tier flashing
Douglas, and all Points in New
of champagne whiteness, with
refuted."
HIGH GRADE and LOW; terly
BEER:
slides of smooth water,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
"It was said three years ago. that sherry-coloreGRADE.
saloons and in the deep holes it's the gold-Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
out
Wichita's
of
the
wiping
The beer question is an interesting
town. Today, with no brown of brandv. Flecks of foam whirl
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
one. Many believe it to be a health- - would ruin the
ifo all over the surface, and under the
t,r.r ,lrt,,Vtltl
ful and most refreshing drink. Dr. T. t,cUUUll;, uuu
doubled
its bushes at the edge lie feathery hunks
more
than
a
&
El
Aiovii,i nt th Arnovim So. population,
of it like piles of whipped cream a
jciety for the Study of Alcohol and bank account, has better people less foot square. As you get to the place
from the shadow and quiet of the
Narcotics, says: "A chemical study of
. !,
high class beer when ready for thejSice. i e
woods, you seem to have come into
aisunci. juugc, nuui a shower of
market shows water, glycerine, bitter irom iwenty-nmglancing light and move
cities and from
ment and excitement. You breatihe in
and resinous products, starch, dex- the mayors of twenty
all
and
agree autumn and
chiefs of
energy sharply. Yet it's
trine, acetic, succinic, lactic, malic, that the police,state-wid- e they
prohibition all as still and remote as the big shaday
carbonic and tannic acids, alkaline
went into effect in Kansas was the dows on
For Rites and full information address
the mountains. That's the
and earthy phosphates and alcohol.
day in its history."
brightest
Golden Pool, and that's where we got,
The value of water as a beverage is
Kansas has been in the prohibition the afternon of
FOX,
destroyed by the chemicals it holds in
September 15, when
for about a quarter of a cen- my brother
business
on the rocks, and
solution and alcohol as an active
squatted
and her governor knows what he put up and strung his rod.
position is present in sufficient amount tury,
states
El Paso Texas.
The reel sang as the first line ran,
to work permanent changes in the is talking about. Eight other
more and
vital centers of the regular drinker. are in line with her and
and the snells fell stiff and curly
but not over the bole trust Walter
All the other elements contained in more to follow.
Missouri has great hopes of winning not, to stir up that hole till Ihe was
a tumbler full of beer, except water
state-wide
camprohibition
In two or three
ready for business.
and alcohol would not fill a teaspoon, out on its
amend- casts the snells were wet, and the
and yet in this small mass we are sup- paign when she will add her
ment to her constitution.
flies spun out on the brown
posed to find the "nutritious" prop
water. And then Walter cast
erties of beer, but instead of being Oregon societies are working
nutritious these elements are in such shoulder to shoulder for prohibition, carefully at the edge of the real fishside
combination that the system cannot their petitions are about ready to be ing ground. Along the
and of the Pool the bottom is all big rocks
state
of
filed
with
the
secretary
appropriate them to its use; that any
nutrient value possessed by the starch there is good prospect of victory. in and in between are deep, cold boles,
Michigan's slogan is "Prohibition
and there the big trout lie never
and dextrine is neutralized or destroyto many, yet every year two or three
ed in the presence of the acid ele- 1911." But we do not have time
in every state
good ones are taken by the few who
ments; that the bulk of the elements present the condition
are of such nature or in such combi- it is virtually the same in all. Pro- know tlhe secret, from a place about
nation that when taken into the sys- hibition is the live question of theoutday. twenty feet square. From "The Cam
of paign Trout" by Mary R. S. Andrews,
tem harm is likely to result. Even New Mexico would better stay
it.
without
come
in
to
in the July Scribner.
Union
than
the
the bitter principle of hops, increases
bethe narcotic effects of alcohol that The people will demand it and I
is it increases the power of the alco- lieve will turn down any constitution
hol in dulling the intellectual centers that does not contain it.
President Taft, himself a total aband slowing all the vital processes.
will rejoice to know that we
stainer,
Low Grade of Cheap Beer is Even
are far enough advanced to demand
More Harmful.
The Cathedral.
and ietunl
various it. Congress will know we have the
Instead of barley-malt- ,
mass at 6 a. m.
First
Embado
$2.65
we
if
to govern ourselves
say
Second mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
grains, oats, rye, rice and even refuse ability
"
of grains and vegetables, and syrups to them as we will do with our Pro- in English, by the Very Rev. Antonio
4.55
TresPiedras
GOING
TO
ARE
WE
plank,
of glucose obtained
through the hibition
SAVE OUR BOYS FROM HELL'S Fourchegu.
"
Third mass (high) at 10:30 a. m.
agency of sulphuric acid are utilized
Antonito
6.30
in the manufacture of beer. Hops are DAMNATION, we are going to turn Sermon in Spanish.
our $8,000,000 now used to curse
"
Chama
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrareplaced by quassia, aloes, gentian,
9.50
leaves of the fir, pine, picric acid, nux our people into blessings for them. ment at 6:30 p. m.
No man who does not stand for it
vomica, strychnine, coculus, inclicus,
WagonWheel Gap ieatu?n 10.70
Guadalupe Church.
should be nominated for the conven
etc.
such
mass at 6 a. m.
First
Preservatives,
eclocynth,
as oxalic acid, salicylic and sulphuric tion. Why? Simply because he does
Last mass at 9 a. m.
interests of the peo
Church of the Holy Faith.
acids, bisulphates and coloring matter not have the best
not work for
such as carbonate of ammonia, fat pie at heart, and will
Sixth Sunday after Trinity, July 3d,
and caramel mixed and superheated, them. He is the greedy, grasping pol 1910. Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Holy
itician let his name be anathema communion 11 a. m. F. W.
are used.
Pratt, minIt is ignorance of facts that leads maranathema, and may the good Lord ister in charge.
deliver us from his degrading, debas
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
P. H. McBRIDB, AGENT.
L. A. H.
ing, debauching power.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Worship
11 a. m.
Theme: "The Church, and
MY DOCTOR
the Child." Senior League 7 p. m.
INSTITUTE NOTES
EEaaicsftjssLsassi
Worship 7:45 p. m. Theme: "Fault
MIGHTY FINE
Finding."
Prayer meeting Wednes(Communicated.)
This is the last day of the examina day evening 7:45. C. F. Lucas, pastor.
Presbyterian.
tion and Supt. Conway has been very
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. ChrisMrs. Hattie Cain of Carrsville busy fixing up t his reports in order
at 6:45 p. m. Preachthat the students may get their cer tian atEndeavor
Thinks all the More of Her
11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. by Rev.
ing
tincates of attendance without any J. H. Heald of
Doctor Since He Advised
Albuquerque, N. M.
delay. Quite a number of the stud
"Life's True Values"
Morning
Cardui.
subject
Take
to
Her
ents left this morning tor their reSubject for the evening, "The Church
for.
The
homes.
applicants
spective
Prayer meeting
first grade certificates will be tdirough and Statehood."
Carrsville, Ky. "My doctor," writes
at 7:45 o'clock.
Wednesday
evening
homes
leave
will
their
for
and
Mrs. Hattie Cain, "who advised me to tonight
welcome.
Everybody
take Cardui, for my troubles, is a mighty in the morning.
fine doctor, and I say God bless Cardui
It is very gratifying to know that
and the people who make it.
student who attended the instl Notice for Publication Isolated Tract.
every
in
in
of
No. 012067.
"Before I took Cardui, 1 suffered with tute, expressed his satisfaction, per
female troubles for sixteen years. I sonally, to the county superintendent,
Public Land Sale.
would have to send for a doctor every
the excellent treatment and in Department of the Interior,
three month, and ohl how dreadtutly I for
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
received during the session
struction
sufferedl
RIGHT.
June 3, 1910
the
institute.
of
"I would cramp and have convulsions
of
Fe
is
Notice
institute
Santa
The
that, as dicounty
hereby
given
I
would
I
die.
At
like
looked
and it
last
of the
and
Commissioner
with
1910
its
the
rected
successes,
what
oh!
a
triumphs
by
and
took Cardui
surprisel I
Don Caspar Avenue
found it was the medicine for nit!
failures, has passed into history. General Land Office, under provisions
school districts of Act of Congress approved June 27,
"From the first bottle, I began to mend There are thirty-fivand now I am well, can do more work, in Santa Fe county and Ulie enroll- 1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
can walk and go where I please and il ment in the county institute was sixty-one- . public sale, to the highest bidder, at
don't hurt me, and I owe it all to Cardui."
Is there another county in New 10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
esThere is always some person at one
It Is an admitted fact that real
Cardui helps sick women back to Mexico that can make as good a showtime or another who has printing to be tate, financial men and merchants all health. It has been doing this for ovei
as this where the enrollment, or
results axe 50 years. It is not a laxative, or a heart ing
done and if the work is to be first say that quickest and bst
daily attendance lacked but CrTO-NIGH- T
average
obtained by advertising in the New or kidney medicine it is a woman'
of
being double the number of
little
Mexican
New
class the
job printing Mexican.
medicine.
In the county? Would this
districts
fill
bill.
can
are
a
If
the
get
Why
woman, try it
you
department
been true of Santa Fe county
have
printing that isn't first class, any way, Rebound When excellent wore can N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory Dept., Cfiatfa ihad not the county superintendent
Chattanooga, Tenn., for Specia
Bince appearance today is of such
tfae conductor and instructor of
be done right at home. Consult the
for Women," ent in plain wrapper, on request,
New Mexican Bindery.
the institute been active, wideawake
11

n

2, 1910.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBEAM).

o

the expanding of the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the membranes
and tissues. Xt lessens the pain and danger at the crisis, and assures future
health to the mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book, containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.

9 42
9 25
8 15
fi 47
f8 37
8 20

in

Never before in the history of San
ta Fe county did sixty-on- e
applicants
sit in the same room at tSie same
time and write for certificates.

Baby's coming will be a time of rejoicing, and not of apprehension and fear, if Mother's Friend is used by the
mother in preparation of the event. Tiiis is not a medi
cine to be taken internally, but a liniment to be applied to the
body, to assist nature in the necessary physical changes of the system. Mother's Friend is composed of oils and medicines which prepare the muscles and
tendons for the unusual strain, render the ligaments supple and elastic, aids in

HOTEL ARRIVALS

efficient

duties?

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

j

j

SATURDAY, JULY
and

PAS SENGER SCHEDULE
(Read I'owui

JTE, N. M

A. MASSIE, E. C.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Recorder.

-

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,

A. J. FISCHER,

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.

AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.

EL PASO AND RETURN

$13.40

via

New Mexico Central
R. R.

JUL?

2--

3

and 4th.

Return Limit July 6th.
DAYLIGHT
TRAIN

CHEAP

ROUND

TRIP

RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA

lew

Mexico

Central

Effective June 2nd, 1910

ATLANTIC CITY
AS BURY PARK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

DAYLIGHT TRAIN
BETWEEN

Santa Fe & El Paso
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.
For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.

SATURDAY, JULY

If
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Sacrifices That Were Stupendous
and Should Never Be
Forgotten.

IS CANCEB.ant if nerrieptcd it will always
poifon deep c!an1'! in tb .Tmi. t om! IcM
Address DR. & KRS. D3. CHAMLEY.
ranajwt U. S. CANCER CURE, LARGEST in the W07L3
745 AND 747 S. MAIN ST., LPS ANGO.ES, ChL

K1,

"Do you think you could

YKAK.S

AGO

It is about time the
property owners of this (!' net together ainl do
some luhertising. Ail the health and
mountain resorts of Colorado are full
to ovei Mowing.
With judicious and
well directed advertising then; is no
doubt, but that Santa Fe would be visited by a good many tourists. The
climate here is almoM perfect and is
health giving. It is high time f,,r .Santa Fe's citizens to start in and act in
that direction.
Colonel Perfect o Armijci, the well
known and efficient assessor of Bernalillo county, is in the city today from
Albuquerque, on business.
By
judicious and fair raising of assessments
ho has managed to increase tip; assessment of his county $.";i)0,IMhi over
what it was last year. This is the
kind of an assessor to have.
Two more reservoirs should be lmiii
in the canon of the Santa Fe river.
The board of trade should consult with
the authorities of the Santa Fe Water
Company about this matter. A more
abundant and secure water supply is
absolutely necessary for the maintenance of this town.
A few more iron benches are needed for the plaza.

GUARAKV te
Tumor, Lump or

SOUK iSK.-i-i
kilLtu 1.7 &T.
nilh testimonials cf iiun- - W
Jrrds cured o:'tor tn.c;3 ZLj"ailed. Y rite and .'.?:! Ik::!. ? ycr- - ct:?

1776

WJ

W

5000 CURED
HO
MAKI-'SOLUTE

WANT

From the New Mexican of this date

crTiiMSa

TREAT BEFCfJE IT POif.QNS CEEP GLANDS
WITHOUT XUIFE OR PAiH. KQ FAY UiJTiL CUPID

Causes That Led Up to the
Declaration of Independence
OF

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

1

SW3RN T!).
OR OTHLK

VALOR

FQtrWTJn
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ever stand

A young
man, college graduate,
at present teaching in one of best colleges in Texas, wishes position in private family a.s tutor for three months.
Best of references.
J. E. H..
care
Manager El Ortiz, La my, X. M.

FOR RENT Furnished room with
ba'h and electric light. Apply at the
Xew Mexican.
WAXTED Good cook; reference
Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, 238
required.
A:rua

Fria street.

a trip to the north pole?"
'('a irawav Farms Florida." only
'a.-- y
$.:"'
"Yes.
terms: (lowing wells, best,
Our janitor keeps our fiat
'M
faniiinir and trucking district in Florin such a condition that I am sure I
ida. Write for prospectus. Iv 7.. Jones
Kind Lady Here, my little man, is should feel right at home in an igloo."
Co., Jacksonville. Florida.
A Continental
a
nickel.
on
vile
an
don't
Now,
it
Congress assembled,
spend
laration of our Independence
was army was
organized, and during the tobacco.
HINT FOR HUNTERS.
signed is so far above all tlhe others siege of Boston,
FOR RRNT Five room house on
Kiddie All right, ma'am; I won't.
Washington was apas to admit of no comparison whatLower San Francisco street. Inquire
What
brand
would
pointed commander in chief of the
you especially
ever and New Mexico will on Monday Continental
at 24S San Francisco street.
armies, and finally to the recommend ?
join in the festivities with greater everlasting glory of that Congress, the
fervor than ever before. A glance at
FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
greatest political document of the
NOT EVERYTHING.
the circumstances preceding the adop- ages was
Reason for selling, old age and poor
signed, "all political connec-tion of that great instrument will (ion between the new states was sev- health. Apply P. Hesch.
show us that the time chosen for that ered. all
to the British
allegiance
Imevent was clearly providential.
crowd was abolished," the new nation
FOR REXT Three nicely furnished
mediately after the discovery of the was born, and tihis superb act conclud'rooms
Call
for light housekeeping.
THE
New World by Columbus, France, Hol- ed as follows: "And for the
CHARM
PERENNIAL
support of
OF VENICE. alter 5 p. ni. 212 McKenzie St.
land, Spain, England and Sweden be- this declaration, with a firm reliance
gan to occupy and colonize its virgin on the protection of Divine Providence
soil. Spain, extended her conquests we
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thf
I suppose Venice is the one
place in
mutually pledge to each other our
"Good heavens, man, what are
from Florida to Tierra del Fuego; lives, our fortunes and our sacred
Santa
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Exthe
wrold
does
not
that
change.
yoi
Holland seized the Hudson and the honor." Seldom does this
doing?"
for the Vaporetti (little streams) Co., maps and prices at Charles El
cept
busy gen"When I aim at a bare I always hit
surrounding country; England cap- eration stop to think of the almost
up and down the Grand canal Michael. Real Estate.
one of my guests. So I thought per- darting
tured New England, Maryland, Penn- hopeless struggle in which the grand
the place looked exactly the same as
haps if I amied at a man I might nil it did years ago when I first saw it, a1 CIGAR SALESMAN WAXTED Exsylvania, and Virginia; Sweden made men and grander women of the revoa hare this time."
small settlements on the Delaware;
beautiful fairy city rising out of the perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
On one side,
lutionary era engaged.
and France sailing up the Saint Law- was the most
nation on
sea, all its domes and white marble to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
powerful
rence discovered the Great Lakes, and earth holding the
mastery
palaces glistening in the moonlight. for full particulars at once. Globe
JUST BLUFFING.
with wonderful enterprise pushed on of the seas, able undisputed
We arrivel, too, this time at night, Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
blockade every
to
to and discovered the Mississippi, fol- port, and land her
equipped
perfectly
coming
straight from Rome. We had
lowed its course to the Gulf of Mexi- armies wherever she
had a long, tiring day and a very full ' WANTED A refined companion
pleased, possess-- i
and
to
entire
the
co,
occupy
proceeded
ed of inexhaustible resources, and the
train. The station at Venice was noisy able young woman who is an expert
distance with a line of forts, hoping prestige of a thousand years of firmly
and
crowded with porters, hotel men, seamstress and handy at everything,
"I thought you said you told your
thus to isolate the English colonists established government. Now add to
and baggage; just what one sees in would like a home with a respectwife
from the great unknown western
everything you did.'
jail this 'the important facts that Brit-- I
any station in any large city. We fol- able family. References
exchanged.
"I do."
country, and confine them to the ter- ish armies held in their grasp every
Address Box (.71, Orange, Texas.
lowed
down
the
the
crowd
platlong
"It's mighty strange. She hasn't
ritory lying east of the Alleghanies, strategic point in the colonies, and
form to the uscita (way out), and the
a word to my wife about that ten
and the Blue Ridge.
could implicity rely on thousands of said
LAND AG EXT S WAXTED To sell
was
transformation
instantaneous
dollars
vast
borrowed
was
scheme
of
from
a
me."
It
you
magnitude, unscrupulous Tories, who were ready
we emerged on the otside. Be- America's finest
when
irrigated artesian
which if successful, would have con- at all times to
Xo water tax.
betray their country,
fore us a large sheet of water, hardly lands.
Easy terms.
of
the
trolled
subsequent history
NO WONDER HE SCOWLED.
and perpetrate the most savage crime,
Prices $.")0 to $7a per acre, including
dozens
black
a
of
lighted,
gondolas
North America but, that success in behalf of the enemy's government,
mass at the steps, the silver lions water. Write for free transportation
was impossible, in consequence of the and we can form some
Gertrude Won't you have som on
idea of
Albert Comslight
the arms of the seats shining out offer and prospectus.
tremendous distance sought to be held. the enemy with which the war was
fudge, grandpa?
St. Louis, Mo.
Our
pany,
had
of
hostess
the
darfkness.
A million men would not have been to be
Grandpa Xo, thank you, I nevei sent a servant to meet us, who took
On the other side
prosecuted.
sufficient to garrison the intended was a small
use slang.
of 3.500,000 souls,
FOR SALE My stock of general
portion
us to the boat, where two gondoliers,
to defeat.
line it was
scattered along the Atlantic
store rent free, good lothinly
merchandise,
on
in
dark
blue
with
silver
badges
besoon
The New England colonists
coast from the Saint Lawrence to the
little competition. Buy
were
very
cation;
Our
their
small
setlle-mentsleeves,
waiting.
HIS MISTAKE.
gan to encroach on the Dutch
Mississippi, without army or navy,
Address Mrs. Henry J.
wras put from owner.
and
luggage
(bags
abwraps)
and after a short struggle
destitute of military supplies, with no
into the boat behind us, and with some Young, Cerro, X. M.
t Ml
sorbed them entirely. The Swedish government, no treasury, no civil or
.'Nun l) pp(rvm.i.ii ja
difficulty we made our way out from
were
never
settlements
populous military organization of any kind, and
(lPj
the crowd of gondolas into the open
TYPEWRITERS
any controlling almost every soul of them engaged in
enough to exercise
the little waves making that (Ili'Hiicd, adjusted and repaired. New
canal,
soon
assimilated
and
influence,
J
they
neoessar-the
for
bare
daily
struggle
curious bumping sound against the platens furnishi'd. Hiblions nnd supplies
themselves with the surrounding peo- jaies of life. But "thrice is he armed
boat peculiar to gondolas. They are Typewriters sold, exchanged and rented
France
tlhe
enemies,
ancient
So
ples.
who hath his quarrel just," and trust
so long they never ride over
the Standard makes handled. All repair wort
and England stood face to face, and ing in Divine Providence these chosSanta Ke
waves like ordinary boats. One never nnd typewriters; guaranteed.
theiT interminable European wars ex- en souls gave their lives to the holy
Exchange.
Typewriter
seem
to
sees
them
tended to the soil of America after cause of American
pitching, they
liberty and durglide over the top of the water. As
long and bitter struggles they termi- ing seven years of uninterrupted war
Jewelers and Auto
OPTICIANS,
it was decidedly chilly I had put on
nated in the total defeat of France, during which they died by thousands
AT
ONCE for excluwrite
Dealers
Ameriand her expulsion from all her
my fur coat. The felza (closed top)
on the battle field, in noisome hospisive Agency for Moritz Pat. Invisible
sensawas
was
a
and
curious
can possessions, except New Orleans, tals and
it
on,
filthy British prison hells;
tion to be shut up in the little black Eye Shield, attaches to spectacles or
and the region west of the Mississippi but
died that the nation might
Mrs. Benham What are you scowlthey
Morwhich she conveyed to Spain, in 1762. live and that we
box, just seeing, through the glass eyeglasses; eliminates goggles.
might enjoy the full ing about?
itz Optical Co., C41 N. Broadway, St.
Then the great stage was clear for fruition of such
door, the tall figure of the gondolier
liberty as
Benham Here is the bill for that
Louis, Mo.
the glorious war of the Revolution, men never enjoyed before.
swaying backward and forward. From
of
hat
dirigible
yours.
which began less than 13 years there"Venice
a
sketch," by Madame
And
when Britain was beatBY
WANTED
THE LARGEST
First Scotchman Are you cauld,
after. England having conquered en to finally,
in the July Scrbiner.
laid
her
and
down
her
knees,
in the
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
John?
France was "monarch of all she sur- broken sword and
MISTAKEN, THOUGH.
banner
conquered
of
irons
United
States
sad
Second
Ditto
I'm
called
James.
of
wastes
Xo;
veyed," from the snowy
at the feet of the allied French and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
100 live agents.
115 per cent profit.
Labrador to the Father of Waters; American
Connection made with Automobile Exclusive territory. Every housewife
armies, God smiled on the
then feeling that haughty contempt sacrifices of
his people the angel of
DRAWING ON HIM.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. buys in summer. Guaranteed. Widefor mere colonists which she exhibithis white pinions over
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- - ly advertised. The Monitor Sad Iron
ed on every possible occasion she pro- peace spread
Amerour
liberated
land
and
glorious
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-'- , Co., 40 Wayne St., Big Prairie, Ohio.
inceeded to enact laws which were
ica assumed her rightful place among
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
imical to every principle of free govthe nations of the earth. One hunRoswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
The Xew Mexica.. Printing Com-.anernment. The Declaration says:
and twenty-eigh- t
years have
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
has on hand a large supply ot
"The history of the present king of dred
since then and in that
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance 3aas and tablets suitable for school
Great Britain is a history of repeated passed away
short time from a population of
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and vork the desk, and also for lawyer
injuries and usurpations, all having in
we have risen to tlhe marvelRoswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-- ind merchant.: good everywhere. We
an
of
establishment
the
direct object
ous number of at least 100,000,000
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
will sell them at 5 cents tn took form.
absolute tyranny over these states."
and from the paltry condition
souls,
of
air
the
in
There is something
we
reached
have
of British colonies
America, which revolts at all such ty- the
proud position of a great world
in
utterance
found
and
it
rannies,
Riled One Where's the proprietor
power, shielding beneath our glorious
"petitioning for redress in the most flag the most independent, most conof this low down, measly,
humble terms, but those petitions
Joe Pa, that rooster ran and cayuse ranch?
and best educated people on
were answered only by repeated in- tented,
We flapped his wings six times, and then
Bar X Cowboy What ye so fussed
habitable
the
of
face
the
globe.
EXPERT EMBALM ERS and FUNERAL Df RECTORS
jury;" and at last when "patience
well pray to God to bless the crowed. Why, pa?
Seen a mounting lion? j
about,
may
pard?
was
a
to
be
virtue," appeal
ceased
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Everything New
Riled One Wussen that. Yer boss
of the founders of the reJoe's Pa Very likely, my son, he
made to "the might that slumbers in memory
and
we
on all Work.
that
us
also
me
crowed
writ
on
me
let
he'd
but
draw
because
that
at
he
pray
sight
the peasant's arm," and on the ever public,imitate their virtuous lives and had solved the he, too,of thought nav- fer a
I owed him an' I jest
cash
little
aerial
may
problem
Prices
Service
Rujlit.
the
Prompt, Pay or Xiilit.
memorable night of April 18, 1775,
want to get a sight uv him, 'cause I've
emulate their patriotic deeds.
igation.
first heroic blow was struck for freedrawed before sight.
dom. Longfellow says:
"The TTnion of lakes, the union of
(
EASY
lands,
"You know the rest. In tflie books
WAS ON TO HIM.
The Union of States none can sever.
you have read,
of
union
the
of
union
The
hearts,
How the British regulars fired and
hands
fled
FAIR
of our Union forever,
How the farmers gave them ball for And the Flag
and ever,
ball,
of our TTnion forever."
From behind each fence and farm- And the Flag
NofTcin
wall
yard
All persons are herewith forbidden
s
down the lane,
Chasing the
Then crossing the fields to emerge to enter upon the lands of the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company for the
again
Under the trees at the turn of the purpose of fishing In the large reserMrs. Henpeck Did you ever hear of
voir of said company, this notice be- anything worse than a man who
road,
And only pausing to fire and load." ing given under Section 4, Chapter 83, who smokes in the house?
of the Session Laws of 1909, which
Mr. Henpeck Yes. A smoking lamp.
It seems incredible to this genera- provides that '"it shall be unlawful for Ask me another!
"Good morning, ladies!"
tion, that the victors of Concord and any person to enter upon said perm-ise- s
1910
7,
"Aw, g'wanl You'se needn't come
of
or enclosure for the purpose
Lexington had no idea of severing the
round bein' so polite, just because
HIS REAL WOE
connection between the Colonies and hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure
rou see we're eat in' apples!"
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
All the any birds, animals or fish within such
the "Step-Mothe- r
Country."
comacts
withtime
which
of
or
'
at
enclosure
any
pasture
they
unpopular
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
"BUZZ."
plained were spoken of as "Ministerial out the permission of such owner or lesActs" and they were unwilling to give see, and any person violating the proMORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
up the traditions of loyalty by which visions of this section shall be deemed
for two generations the House of guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
J
Brunswick had been regarded as the conviction thereof shall be punished
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
apostle of liberty. Bryant's Popular by a fine of not less than $50 nor
more than $100 or by imprisonment
History says:
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
"The revelations of a century have for not less than thirty days or more
to
effort
pallithis
loyal
or
that
fine
both
than
such
proved
by
sixty days,
ate the conduct of George III, was all and imprisonment in the discretion of
REDUCED RATES OX ALL RAILROADS
He was tlhe center of the the court.'
wrong.
numerous
are
I
there
Biggs
Well,
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other Information
whole scheme of American taxation."
PRANK OWEN,
"Why so glum, old man? Won't she things which will not accomplish anyJOHN B. McMAXUS
However, as time passed on, the most Manager Santa, Fe Water and Light return your love?"
J. IT. O'RIELLY,
thing unless they are pushed.
Secretary.
President.
loyal men began to see that they had
Company.
."No. But the worst of it is shs
Jiggs For instance?
gone too far to retrace their steps.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 20, 1910.
won't return the presents I gave her!"
Biggs The electric button.
KINf'LY MAIL TO SQMFHNE

the nations on earth have festivals to celebrate memorable events
in their histories; but our celebration
of the day when the immortal DecAll

WITH CANCE?
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The Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
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THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO
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43
can of the Associated Press report Boston
22
city of Albuquerque for the ensuing
will
which
be
is
the
minute
it
dollar.
on
posted
18.32
the
American
mills
League.
year at
Won Lost Per Ct.
The Special Sale on Onyx Granite received over the wires.
A
Out
.636
Wilson!
21
Sale
of
and
Closing
From
.40
Furniture
the
at
Philadelphia
Page
(Continued
Five.)
Wagner
Ware,
'
.610
23
.36
Ci'Meita kins? Establishment is one you Ranges, at the Wagner Furniture and New York ..
.576
28
Undertaking Establishment. The bestj
.38
.Mrs. Charles C. Catron and
Mrs. ca:; not afford to miss.
2S
.533
Boston
.32
Frank .1. Lavau gave a party at the
Drowned in an Irrigating Ditch W. range made now at COST.
Do away with "Blue Monday" and Cleveland
.473
29
.26
Catron residence Wednesday evening f. Paxton, an old resident and promi- done
.448
32
wno
San
Juan
.26
electricity.'
washing
your
by
dea
the
at
tor
jhave
had
young people,
IK nt farmer
Farmington,
.387
38
.24
cidedly pleasant time. About 43 at- county, while in a fever, walked into S. F. Water & Light Co.
St.
Louis
.305
41
.18
Fourth
tended the affair which was in honor an irrigation ditch and was drowned.
Instead
the
Celebrating
of,
of Miss Sadie Barney of Los Angeles.
Struck Water at Willard A good bursting their ear drums with giant
Western League.
The same of 300 was one of the pas- flow of water has been struck in the firecracker explosions, or endangering
Won Lost Per CL
times and .Miss May Bergere won tine test well that has been sunk at Wil- their lives with other explosives, many Sioux City
23
.609
:;9
ladies' prize and Mr. Stewart the gen- lard, Torrance county, preparatory to Santa Feans are preparing to quietly Denver
28
.576
A dance followed the re
tleman's.
28
37
.569
installing an irrigation system for spend the Fourth in fishing or hunt- Wichita
freshments.
31
34
.523
ing or resting at camp. Parties have Lincoln
that part of the Estancia valley.
is Des Moines
Mrs. Henry Bardshar and Mrs. Carl
.478
33
36
A Special Rate of $13.40, El Paso teen arranged and a good time
37
26
.413
Bishop entertained at cards Thursday and Return, via New Mexico Central planned as the weather man it is St. Joseph
.40
22
afternoon at the Bardshar residence H. K., (the daylight train) July 2, 3 thought will be able to spread sunny Topeka
.353
skies for the benefit of thw sportsmen.
on Cathedral street and the affair was and 4th, with return limit July 6th.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Now is the TIME AND OPPORTUNlargely attended and thoroughly enMonday's Picture Show will ho a
National League.
joyed. Assisting the hostesses were continuous performance, starting at ITY to RENEW your supply of DISHStella Ber- 7:15 p. m., and running until 9:30 p. ES. Special prices on Plain and
Misses Anita Bergere,
Brooklyn at New York.
gere, Marion Bishop, Mary Force, Dor-lisk- a in., for the benefit of the excursion Fancy Dishes at the Wagner FurniPhiladelphia at Boston.
Crandall, May Spitz and Flor- people who arrive Monday from the ture and Undertaking Establishment.
Chicago at St, Louis.
and Mrs. Prince Return
ence Spitz. The prize winners were
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
valley.
Former Governor and Mrs. L. BradMrs. Hall at bridge and Mrs. Asplund
Spanish-AmericaAlliance There
American League.
at 500. The out of town guests were will be a meeting of the Spanish- - ford Prince have returned from the
St. Louis at Chicago.
east where they have spent some
Miss Stern of South Bend, Ind., and Aiiiencan Alliance on Sunday, jury
Detroit at Cleveland.
Both are in excellent health
Miss Barney of Los Angeles. The
New York at Philadelphia.
p. m. at the hall on San Fran-- j weeks.
other guests invited were: Mesdames cisco street. All members are re- - j and thoroughly enjoyed their trip. Mr.
Boston at Washington.
Prince was to have delivered an ad- YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Ervien, Cart- - (nested to be present.
Mills, Jaffa, Watson,
on July 4 at Newport, but he
wright, Blandy, Walter, Haynes, SheaNational League.
Railway dress
Disappears
Young Girl
Gable, Catron, Mail cel.k rjarrow and his wife of A - cancelled the engagement to deliver
ron, Diaz, Weltmer,
Chicago 2; St. Louis 0.
r
i .,
n
j. 11
ji
t
u.
sas
Crandall, Winter, Walker, Schumann huquerque, are distracted over the!1111 auuress
Cincinati 4; Pittsburg 1.
Sargent, Warner, Seligman, Bergere, nivsterious disappearance of their six- - bration Monday.
Philadelphia 6, 6; Boston 2, 5.
needs cleaning phone
Hall, Summer, Yontz, Hardinge, Ab- teen year old daughter who has not j If your
New York 5; Brooklyn 4.
bott, Woodruff, Hanna, Bean, Baca, been seen in Albuquerque since yes-- "s and we will do the rest. S. F. VVa- American League.
ter & Ll9ht Co
Wilson,
Garrett, terday morning.
Newhall, Nuding,
Cleveland 8; Detroit 3.
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St. Louis 2; Chicago 0.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a 6z

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

wrappers from our Oranges ser.d
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago III., and get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

Save

1

6--

dz

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day. picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Every thiDg the mai ket affords in

ft L

F. ANDREWS

Pine

ft i

n

cncn

a

4

1

during entire
month of

SALE
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All Skiiiiiu'i- I) rests Goods, Silhs, Xnreltii'-n- Lit trim
Loci's. EmUroidrriex ami Ladies Kttit ami Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPIUXG ami
Ciiderircar.
S U MM f; .' GOODS LA TES T S TYLKS audi) ESIGXS

1

-

j

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THfflM

Kirk-patric-

ADOLF SELIGMAN

CO

DRY GOODS

.

.

.

(

Telephone Red 35 and have 5
your orders celivered

Hie Jollowing are suggested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting
I GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA

FE BOTTL5KG

,

Proprietor

r.:xi3i3ixxxxxx:

SATISFAOTION

bLAbb

HACK SERVICE

es

WORKS.

HEMRY KRICK,

3

sjcii-vc- i

i

BASEBALL.

mi
MHOI

,

j-

All drinks made from filtered water.
xzxunrx rxixn:

iltVf

MlllOr

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

Konnn.ro
RRIOK. Prop

,

POpes

Buggies and Saddle Horses

'SSSSS

!

iiji'll'llilfM

Before "vuu acieiL vuui summer wearables, look over the situation and ASK YOURSELF "WHERE ARE
YOU APT TO DO THE BEST?" There can be but one answer

"JXtw

BIG STORE, of course-

-

of Ladies Muslin

Un-

derwear, Dainty and
NOTABLE AS
stems.
iste-jr
SORTMENT of Ladies
Gloves; Chamois Gloves in long
and short lengths: Silk Gloves in all
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.
T-r- Bi

ervce

Serviceable Nainsook and Embroidery.
All the New Shades
sw A new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in.
in Lisle, Silk, Embroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well
as plain; all sizes.
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IS A POINT WE NEVER OVERLOOK

For Fine Selection, High Grade Goods and

Prices

TO
The Store

of Quality

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

